
Airships vs Aliens 
 
The Earth has received notice of an invading alien fleet of ships and has 
assembled its best airships to stop them.   Will you defend the Earth or will the 
invaders win the day? 
 
Objective:  The first player to destroy both Commandships of the 
opposing fleet wins. 
 
Ships: 
Commandships:  Each player has two large Commandships.  These ships 
have 2 actions and long range gun able to fire forward 2 spaces. 
Warships:  Each player has three medium sized Warships.  These ships 
have 3 actions and long range guns able to fire forward 1 space. 
Gunships:  Each player has five small Gunships.  These ships have 4 
actions and no long range guns. 
 
Actions: 
Each of the following is considered one action.   
1)  Advancing one space straight forward 
2)  Turning 90 degrees 
3)  Firing the long range guns (only possible by Warships and 
Commandships) 
A ship does not need to use all of its actions as part of its move. 
 
Playing the Game: 
The player controlling the Airships goes first.  Players take turns moving 
one ship up to its maximum number of actions. 
A ship being moved must move directly forward in the direction the ship 
is facing.  A ship can move through a space occupied by a ship controlled 
by that player but the ship cannot finish its actions in the same space as 
one of your own ships.   You cannot move through a space controlled by a 
ship from the opposing player without attacking that ship. 



Any time you move a ship into the same space as an opposing ship, you 
destroy the opposing ship.  However, any Gunship destroying a 
Commandship can only do so by sacrificing itself by running into the 
Commandship (thus both ships are destroyed). 
 
Firing the Long Range Guns: 
As an action, a Warship or Commandship can fire their long range guns.   
These guns fire in a straight line up to the number of squares that is the 
ship’s range.  The guns will hit the first ship in line and destroy it.   The 
long range gun cannot be fired through a ship you control and the shot will 
not destroy more than one ship. 
 
Reinforcements: 
When the battle is going badly, a player can call for reinforcements. 
When a Warship is destroyed, the player controlling that Warship may 
take a Gunship that was previously destroyed and place it into an empty 
space on the first row of his side of the board. 
When a Commandship is destroyed, the player controlling that 
Commandship may take a Gunship or Warship that was previously 
destroyed and place it into an empty space on the first row of his side of 
the board. 
If there are no empty spaces in the first row of the board or if there are no 
destroyed ships matching the type allowed then the reinforcements fail to 
arrive. 
 
Command Counters: 
Both players have 5 command counters.  During a turn, you can use one 
command counter to give the ship taking actions one extra action for that 
turn.  Discard the command counter when used and you cannot play more 
than one command counter during a turn. 
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